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Illumination and Colour Control in
Flicker-Free LED Lighting
Objective

• To eliminate the flicker in LED lighting.
• To maintain the same light intensity of the RGB LEDs on colour changing.
• To dim the RGB LEDs without color shifting.

By randomly varying (dithering) consecutive switching
periods, aperiodic switching patterns are generated. In
this method, the switching frequency is changing within a
range. In this project flickering effect in LEDs is reduced
using RPWM.

Problem
The use of normal PWM dimming technique to control the
light intensity results in a phenomenon called “flickering”
which can be seen by human eye, or can have effects like
visual discomfort or seizures.

LED Dimming

Duty ratio of the RGB LEDs
are derived by solving
intercept point of the two
linear line equations
between RB and GT using
their xy coordinates in CIE
chart. T represents target
colour. Then xy coordinates
of the line are applied in the
Ratio equation to find the
ratio between end colours.
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Different colors are
generated by controlling the
power flow to each LED
(RGB). While dimming, the
CCT changes to shift color.
While changing the output
color (e.g. warm white to
cold white), the light
intensity doesn’t remain the
same. So, xy coordinates
and its intensity of Target
color should be controlled.

Furthermore, LEDs are temperature-dependent devices. Different compound semiconductor materials from which color
LEDs are made-of, behave differently with the temperature of the p-n junction. This affects the lighting quality in many
applications such as colour-mixing LED lighting.
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Hybrid Dimming

§ Potentially undesirable
flicker, depending on
frequency.

ü No flicker ü No health issues caused
by flicker

ü Good dimming regulations
at low levels

§ Poor dimming regulation
at low dimming levels

ü Best dimming regulation
up to 0.1%
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